Picnic Cat

PHOTOS MAY SHOW OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

The Picnic Cat was our first model with the Mastendr™ Quick Rig Sailing System. Our goal at the
time was to design a system that would allow the user to raise the mast and have the sail up in the same
amount of time I guy could get a power boat in the water, cranked up and away from the dock. Our plan
works, the boom, sail, and gaff all stay on the mast stub even when the mast is down. And the side
stays are always in proper adjustment. Once the headstay is attached and locked down with the lever
handle, the rig comes into the tension that has been previously set.
The boat in this photo has had the rigging untied and it is ready for the mast to be raised. From this
stage it can be sailing in 5 minutes

On the road, the mast, gaff and boom stow securely on the boom gallows, assuring worry-free trailering. Unlike a sloop, her mast, because it steps in the bow of the boat does not extend beyond the end
of the boat when folded horizontal.
In the water, here stability comes from a broad hull form and low– center-of-gravity gaff rigged sail
plan.
The Picnic Cat’s timeless design is from the drawing board of Clark Mills, who drew the lines of our
Sun Cat and Com-Pac 23 as well as the Optimist Pram and Windmill One Design.
A few of the available options are shown below
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LOA - 14 FT 0 IN
BEAM—6 FT 6 IN
DISP—500 LB
SAIL AREA - 109 S.F.

Retractable
Stainless
Steel motor bracket

DRAFT
0 FT 6 IN (board up)
3 FT 2 IN (board down)
COCKPIT—9 FT 6 IN

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Mastendr™Quick
Rig
Sailing
System•Stainless steel centerboard &
trunk•Self draining cockpit•Gaff mainsail
with one set of reef points•Fixed
outboard bracket•Kick-up rudder
blade•ash
tiller•Solid
teak
sternseat•Stainless steel mooring
cleats•Aluminum spars•White hull and
Egyptian Cream deck color.
PHOTOS MAY SHOW OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

Bimini top
Aluminum frame,
Any Sunbrella
color

Galvanized
Trailer,
Spare tire,
PVC guides

Sailcover,
Full boat cover,
Any Sunbrella
Color
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